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2.3 compiler mikroC Pro for PICFirst that you need to write a program for a microcontroller is a PC program that understands the programming language you use, C in this case, and provides a window for writing the program. In addition, the software should know the microcontroller architecture to use. In this case, you
need a compiler for C. The compiler is not only used for one particular microcontroller, as there is no compiler that can be used for all microcontrollers. It's all about the software used to program a group of similar microcontrollers from one manufacturer. This book describes mikroC PRO for the PIC compiler. As the name
implies, the compiler is designed to write programs for pic microcontrollers in C. It is provided with all the data on the internal architecture of these microcontrollers, the work of certain schemes, a set of instructions, register names, their exact addresses, pin-outs, etc. A: The master is responsible for the whole procedure,
you should just click the options Next, OK, Next, Next... In general, the same old procedure, except for the last version do you want to install PICFLASH v7.11 programmer?. Why is that? The compiler's goal is to convert a C-written program into a Hex code. What happens next is to program the microcontroller. The
responsibility for hardware and software lies not with any software, but with the programmer PICFLASH v7.11. Set it up! Of course: Next, OK, Next, next... When the installation of this software is completed, you will be asked to install another similar program. This is software for programming a special group of pic
microcontrollers that operate in low consumption mode (3.3 V). Skip it ... The last step is to install a driver! Driver is a program that allows the software programmer you have just installed on your computer and the hardware to communicate with each other. If you've followed the instructions so far you certainly need it.
Click Yes. The type of driver depends on the operating system in place. Choose the appropriate folder and start the installation. Now you're safe, just keep clicking Next, OK, Next, Next... IDE FOR MIKROC PRO FOR PIC This is what you get when you start IDE for mikroC PRO for PIC for the first time: Unfortunately, a
detailed description of all the options available in this compiler will take too much of our time, so we're going to miss it. Instead, we'll describe process of writing a program in C, checking the simulator, and uploading it to the memory of the microcontroller. For more information, contact F1 for help. PROJECT MANAGER
Program Program the mikroC compiler is not a separate document, but part of a project that includes Hex code, build code, title, and other files. Some of them are created during the compiler, and some are imported from other programs. However, the project manager's window allows you to handle them all. Just click on
any folder and choose the option you need for your project. The Code Explorer window makes it easy to find features and procedures in long-term programs. For example, if you're looking for a feature you use in the program, just double-click its name in that window, and the cursor will be automatically located in the
appropriate location in the program. Device - When selecting a microcontroller, the compiler automatically knows which definition file containing all SFR registers for a particular MCU, their memory address, and the like, to use. Oscillator - This option is used to select the speed of the microcontroller. Based on this, the
compiler makes changes to the word configuration. The speed of operation is set so that the internal oscillator of the microcontroller works with the selected quartz crystal. Build Type - Release After the compilation process is complete, the compiler does not affect the program's performance. You can use a software
simulator to debug. In order for the compiler to work successfully, it is necessary to provide it with basic information about the microcontroller used, as well as information about what is expected of it after the compilation process: Build type - icD debugging: When the compilation process is complete and the
microcontroller is programmed, the compiler remains connected to the microcontroller and can still affect its operation. The connection is established with the help of a programmer who is connected to COMPUTHER via a USB cable. The software doing all this work is called ICD (in the Debugger chain). This allows you
to run the program step by step and provides access to the current content of all microcontroller registers. Simulation is not carried out, their contents are literally read in the true MCU, controlling the true device. The code editor is the central part of the compiler window used to write the program. A large number of
options used to customize its function and layout can be found in the Tools/Options menu (F12). Before you start the simulator, select the appropriate mode in the project settings window (build type - release) and click the Run/Start Debugger option. The compiler will be automatically installed in simulation mode. Thus, it
tracks the status of all bits of the register. It also allows you to run the program step by step while monitoring the work of the microcontroller on the screen (i.e. modeling the work). Several icons used only for this simulator will be added to the when you set up a compiler in this mode. They have the following meanings:
Step in - Click on this icon performs one line of the program in which the cursor is located. Step by step - This team is similar to the previous one. If the cursor is in a line that triggers the program's routine, than it will be executed first, and the program will continue to run on the first line of the program. One line of the
program seems to have been missed, even though the whole routine is running. As a result, the status of the registers is changing. This command is usually used when you need to speed up long program cycles. Run To Cursor - This command is used to run a specific part of the program, i.e. from the last line executed
to the line in which the cursor is located. Get Out - By clicking on this icon, the program is getting out of the routine currently running. The simulator and the egger have the same function of monitoring the status of registers during the program. The difference is that the simulator performs the program on the PC, while the
bouncer uses a real microcontroller. Any change in the state of the pin logic is reflected in the relevant register (port). Because the watch window allows you to track the status of all registers, it's easy to check whether the pin is zero or one. To activate this window, you must select View/Windows and click on the Watch
Values option. You can then list the registers you want to keep track of. If you want to know how long it takes for a microcontroller to complete a part of the program, choose Run/View Stopwatch. A window will appear, as shown in the picture on the right. Do you know how the stopwatch works? Well, it's that simple. This
compiler provides special tools that make it much easier to write a program. All of these tools are available on the Tools menu. In the next text we will give a brief description of all of them. PICflash is a separate program that can work independently of the compiler, i.e. can be used as a separate program. However, in this
case, its work is closely related to the work of the compiler, so that it can be activated from inside the compiler itself. When installed, the FLASH is activated by selecting tools/me_Programmer clicking on the F11 button. The window that appears contains parameters that will be used for the microcontroller programming
process. This is the right time to explain the work of a programmer. As you know, a compiler is software that compiles a program written in a higher programming language into a executed code, i.e. Hex code. This is the code that the microcontroller understands and executes. The programmer who uploads this code to
the chip consists of software and hardware together called - PICflash programmer. Equipment All necessary voltage levels and sockets to accommodate the microcontroller in. This book provides discussion only of software. The USART terminal is a replacement for the standard Windows hyperthermile. It can be used to
test the operation of a microcontroller that uses usART communication. This microcontroller is built into the device and connected to the RS232 connector on the PC via serial cable. The USART terminal window, shown on the right, contains parameters for setting up a sequential connection and displaying the
sent/received data. If you choose the EEPROM editor option from Toolsmenu, you'll see a window, as shown in the picture on the right. This is what the eePROM memory looks like in a microcontroller. If you want to change its contents after downloading the program to a microcontroller, this is the right place to do so. If
the new content is a certain type of data (char, int, or double), then you should choose it, enter the value in the Editing Value field, and click Edit. Then click Save to save the data as a .hex extension document. If the Use EEPROM in Project option is active, the data is automatically uploaded to the chip during the
programming process. If you need a numerical view of any ASCII character, just select a suitable option from the Tools menu and the table, as shown in the picture below, will appear. As you can see, the symbols representing the numbers have curious equivalents. For this reason, the program team to display number 7
on the LCD display will not display anything like this number. Instead, the equivalent of the BEL command will be displayed. If you send the same number as the character, you will get the expected result - number 7. Accordingly, if you want to display a number without first converting it into a symbol, you need to add a
number of 48 to each number that consists of a number. A seven-segment editor makes it easy to know which number you need to set in the exit port to display the desired character. Of course, you can't say that port pins should be connected to the display segments properly. You just have to place the cursor on any
segment of the display and click on it. The number you need to copy to the program will be shown immediately. That's all. In addition to standard symbols, the microcontroller can also send self-created symbols to the display. By selecting a custom LCD-character tool, you'll save yourself the tedious work of creating
features to send the relevant code to the display. Simply create a symbol by clicking on small squares in the lcd custom symbol window, select position and string, and click GENERATE. The code you need is displayed in another window. No clicks required. Required. to Clipboard - Insert... This is another indispensable
tool in case the microcontroller you are writing a program for the use of graphic liquid crystal displays (GLCD). This tool makes it easy to display any bit card. To take advantage of this, select the Tools/Glcd Bitmap editor and the appropriate window appears. Choose the type of display that will be used and download



bitmap. The bit card should be monochrome and in specified resolution (128 x 64 pixels in this example). Further procedure is the same as in the example above copy clipboard ... The code generated using LCD and GLCD display management tools contains lcd library features. One of the most useful options for this
program is the library manager and certainly deserves our attention. It has previously been mentioned that the main advantage of higher programming languages, such as C, is that they allow other people to use the knowledge and work of others. Functional libraries are the best example of this. If you need a function to
do a specific task when writing a program, you just have to look for it in some libraries that are integrated into the compiler and use it. For example, if you need a function to generate sound on some pins, open the Sound library in the library manager's window and double-click the appropriate function Sound_Play. A
detailed description of this feature appears on the screen. Copy it to the program and set the appropriate parameters. If this library is tested, its functions will be automatically recognized during the compilation process, so there is no need to use #include command. ANSI C standard libraries include standard C language
functions: LIBRARY DESCRIPTION C CType Library, mainly used for testing or conversion of ANSI C Math Library data, used for an ANSI C Stdlib Library mathematical operations contains the standard ANSI C String Library library functions used for line and memory manipulation operations. The library used to develop
the Project Conversion Library Used to transform the type of data Sprint Library Used for easy data formatting PrintOut library is used for easy data formatting and printing Library time Used for time calculations (time format UNIX) Trigonometry library is used for the fundamental functions of trigonometry implementation
Setjmp library used for the program jumping Hardware specific libraries include features designed to manage the work of various Hadware : LIBRARY DESCRIPTION ADC Library Used for A/D Converter Operation CAN Library used to work with the CAN CAN module The library used to work with the external CAN
module (MCP2515 or MCP2510) Is a compact flash library used to work with the EEPROM Library compact flash cards used to work with built-in EE EtherPROMnetPIC18FxXJ60 Library, Used to work with the built-in Ethernet Flash Memory Library, used to work with the built-in Graphics Lcd Library flash memory used to
work with the 128x64 I2C Library graphics module used to work with the built-in I2C KeyPad Library Used to work with the keyboard (4x4 buttons) Lcd library is used to work with the LCD-display (2x11 The Manchester code library used to communicate using the Manchester code Multi Media Card library used to work
with the multimedia MMC flash card One wire library used to work with diagrams using the One Wire serial port extension library used to work with port extenders MCP23S17 PS/2 Library used to work with the standard PS/2 PWM keyboard library used to work with the built-in MODULE PWM RS485 Library using the
RS485 serial communication library of I2C software used to model the I2C Software SPI Library software used to model the SPI software used to model the SPI software used to model the UART software used to model the UART Sound Library software, used to generate SPI Library audio signals used to work with the
built-in SPI Ethernet Library spi module used for spi-communication with the ETHERNET (ENC28J60) SPI library used to work with the built-in SPI Ethernet Library, used to spi-link with the SPI-bit module 2x16 characters) SPI Lcd8 Library Used for 8-bit SPI connection with LCD display SPI 6963C Graphic Lcd Library
used for SPI communication with the graphic LCD display UART library is used to work with the built-in module UART USB Hid Library is used to work with the built-in USB module mikroC PRO for the Pikator allows you to access individual bits of 8 bit variables by their name : INTCON. B0 No 0; Clear bit 0 of the INTCON
ADCON0 register. F5 No 1; Set a bit of the 5 register ADCON0 INTCON. GEI No 0; Clear Global Interrupt Bit (GIE) mikroC PRO for pic compiler has a type of bit of data that provides access to registers, SFRs, variables Some_Bit, etc. Some_Bit is determined by char MyVar; sbit Some_Bit on MyVar.F0; This is where
Some_Bit is announced... Void () . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . If you declare a sbit in a unit to indicate it to a specific bit of the SFR register, you must use the sfr keyword in the declaration because you point it to a variable defined as the sfr variable: extern sfr sbit Abit; Abit is accurately identified ... sbit Abit in PORTB. F0; Now,
Abit is declared invalid core () ... Microk PRO for pic provides a bit of a type of data that can be used for variable declarations. It cannot be used for lists of arguments and return values. Bits BF; The actual bit of the ptr bit is a bit; Invalid bit variable. No pointers to variable bits mikroc pro for pic free download. mikroc pro
for pic examples. mikroc pro for pic 7.6 crack. mikroc pro for pic crack. mikroc pro for pic free download with crack. mikroc pro for pic software free download. mikroc pro for pic32. mikroc pro for pic compiler
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